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Layer 1
‘Understanding blockchain is easier if you think of it as an onion… it has layers and it
makes you cry’
•

Layer 1 is the term that’s used to describe the underlying main blockchain
architecture.

•

Bitcoin and Ethereum are by far the industry’s best-known and most supported layer
1 protocols.

•

Layer 1 is the foundational trust and transactional layer. It is responsible for specific
protocols, consensus mechanisms and anything else that ensures the base level
functionality of a blockchain and its associated cryptocurrency.

Background
The Internet, as most people know it, is an open-source collection of protocols and
standards.
Networks are complicated, so the designers organize the protocols, software and
hardware in layers.
Most users interact with products built on the application layer (for example your
iOS or android apps) and for the most part, is unaware of anything else that goes on
at any other layer.
The reality is that each layer is critical to the full “internet” operating and in turn
creates vast business opportunities in each layer.
The layers of the blockchain can be likened to the layers of the internet.
Each protocol belongs to one layer and each is distributed among the network nodes.
Any device connected to the network is considered a node; you can compare it to
servers - they store, exchange and preserve data.
Without nodes, there wouldn’t be a blockchain.
Each layer aims to connect any two physical nodes of a network by correctly routing
information – i.e., operating by exchanging messages on its level.
When most people refer to the blockchain, they are referring to Layer 1 - sometimes
called the “main chain”.
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Layer 1 Components
Layer 1 is where the “rules” of the blockchain are hardcoded. These rules are referred to
as the consensus mechanisms.
As all blockchains run on a decentralized peer to peer network, the nodes independently
validate all transactions and blocks. The rules determine how the network reaches
agreement on which transactions are valid and which are not.
This is a critical component of any blockchain network.
In the absence of blockchain consensus protocols, all transactions would be allowed,
which means users could spend infinite funds and render the currency worthless… or
the network would never reach agreement on which transactions are valid and would
make it impossible for anyone to send funds.
Proof of Work – the godfather of blockchain consensus protocols, is implemented in
Bitcoin (where all full nodes participate in the process of ensuring that each newly mined
block is accurate). This is the reason bitcoin can process billions of dollars of transactions
each day without trusting a central authority (such as a bank or government).
Layer 1 is the foundational layer of the blockchain which provides security to the
network.
Ethereum is a Layer 1 blockchain which allows for other applications to be built on
top of it (such as DeFi and NFT).
This is made possible via smart contracts. Smart contracts are self-executing legal
contracts within two participants on the blockchain network. They allow participants to
practically exchange any assets securely and transparently, without the need for
intermediaries.
The best metaphor for a smart contract is a vending machine. With the right inputs, a
certain output is guaranteed. Similar to how a vending machine removes the need for a
vendor employee, smart contracts can replace intermediaries in many industries, the
most prominent being banking.
While very basic smart contracts are technically possible on Bitcoin’s blockchain,
Ethereum’s own programming language Solidity allows coders to write smart contracts
that take dApps (decentralized applications) to the next level.
Why is ETH often referred to as ‘programmable money’? Traditionally assets exchange
hands along the lines of ‘Deryck sends crypto asset X to pay Jules’. With programmable
money, this can take a more complex form, such as ‘Deryck sends crypto asset X to pay
Jules, but only after Mark also agrees with this transaction.’
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Although the dApps themselves do not fall into the Layer 1 category, the blockchains on
which they are built on, make up Layer 1.
Blockchains are the underpinnings of a new financial infrastructure, just as the internet
was the underpinning of a new information infrastructure.

Source: Cointelegraph Consulting Venture Capital Report

Rationale for Layer 1
Over the last few years, the breadth of use cases within the crypto ecosystem has
exploded. Layer 1 blockchains have given birth to non-seizable assets and a modern
store of value. The applications built on top of Layer 1 offer countless use cases; DeFi
(making capital markets more accessible and efficient) and Web3 (giving consumers
control of their own data for instance through censorship-resistant P2P data file storage),
to name a few.
Layer 1 is the fundamental blockchain infrastructure which additional layers and new
applications are built on.
The addressable market of Layer 1 is likely to be measured in trillions of USD.
If TCP/IP and HTTP are the foundational protocols for the internet, Ethereum and other
smart contract platforms are becoming the foundational infrastructure layer on top of
which various blockchain applications are built.
Investing in Layer 1 would be akin to investing in foundational protocols of the internet.
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Adam Cochran (Partner at Cinneamhain Ventures) refers to investing in the blockchain
space as a single unified technology rather than zero-sum products:
“We think that just like users experience the internet don’t really care if they are
using IPV4 or IPV6, we believe that mainstream adoption in the blockchain space
will come not from some single winner protocol, but from applications abstracting
away all the technology and using multiple protocols that fit their use case needs.”
We share this view of blockchain technology becoming ubiquitous in our lives.
Regardless of use case, be it banking, ecommerce or autonomous driving, the technology
is most likely going to be hidden from the services being offered. This gives rise to the
argument that there will be more than a single successful Layer 1 blockchain, as different
blockchains could serve different niches.

Source: Cointelegraph Consulting Venture Capital Report

Over the past few decades, we have seen a gradual shift from fully centralized economies
to platform economies. Innovation has been able to increase human freedom; no longer
is content confined to large media companies, individuals can create/monetize content
on YouTube.
With the advent of blockchain, the next natural evolution would be towards a
decentralized protocol-based economy, which would unlock further freedom and
innovation, with a major use case being freedom from financial repression.
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Above comparison of Paypal to Ethereum from Twitter thread by Dmitriy Berenzon

If we step further back in time, a similar parallel to the invention of the internet, is the
invention of the printing press. The printing press was invented in the 15th century and
was ubiquitous by the 18th. It made knowledge drastically more accessible, gave
individuals the freedom to read for themselves, resulting in large (religious) institutions
losing their control of knowledge and truth.
It’s probably no accident that the Renaissance, the Age of Enlightenment and the
scientific revolution coincides with this period of time.
Paradigm shifts result from freedom increasing innovations. Like how the printing press
democratized access to knowledge (further advanced by the internet), layer 1
blockchains will bring freedom of value exchange and sovereignty over wealth to the
individual.
The growth of total value locked in DeFi (according to DeFiPulse) is currently $54B - a
testament to the acceptance of DeFi and the layer 1 blockchains by the wider market.
As Joey Krug, Co-CIO of Pantera Capital puts it “It’s easy to just buy bitcoin and hope
that digital gold will be the end-all, be-all. But I think we’re standing on the precipice of
something much, much bigger than that: the early beginnings of a revolution of the entire
financial system”

. . .
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